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The reaction e+e - ~ T' ~ T~r+zr -, with T ~ anything, has been measured using the ARGUS detector at DORIS. We ob- 
tain a mass difference M(T') - M ( T )  = (562 ± 3) MeV and a decay branching ratio BR(T' ~ T~r+lr "-) = (17.9 ± 0.9 ± 2.1)%. 
The invariant mass spectrum of the n+n - system differs from phase space, but is well described by a matrix element of the 
form (M~7 r hM~) with h = 2.6 ± 0.5. We also report preliminary results on the exclusive decay T' -* T~r+~r -, with T ~ e+e - 
and obtain BR(T ~ e+e -) = (2.8 ± 0.4 ± 0.3)%. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the ARGUS detector. 1 = Muon 
chambers, 2 = Shower counters, 3 = Drift chamber, 4 = Time- 
of-flight counters, 5 = Mini beta quadrupoles, 6 = Iron yoke, 
7 = Solenoid coils, 8 = Compensation coils. 

We report here the first results obtained with the 
ARGUS detector at DORIS. ARGUS is a magnetic 
spectrometer consisting of  a solenoid with a field of  
0.8 T, a cylindrical drift chamber with 5940 sense 
wires arranged in 36 layers, a time-of-flight system 
with 64 scintillators in the barrel region and with 48 
scintillators in each endcap, a shower detection system 
with 1280 lead-scint i l lator-sandwich counters in the 
barrel region and 240 in each endcap, and a muon 
identification system with 1744 proportional counter 
tubes. The spectometer is shown schematically in fig. 1, 
and details of  its performance are given in ref. [ 1 ]. 

The decay T ' (10023)  -+ n+Tr-T(9460) has been 
studied both theoretically and experimentally. The 
QCD description [ 2 - 4 ]  of  this process assumes that 
the excited bb system T '  decays into the T state by 
the emission of  two gluons in their lowest multipole 
state. This picture leads to a prediction for the invari- 
ant mass spectrum of the zr+zr - system. Experimental- 
ly, the decay has been studied by two different meth- 

ods. The first involves reconstruction of the secondary 
decays T ~ e+e- and T ~ ~+/~- with about 3% 
branching ratio each. The second method uses the 
missing mass spectrum of  the 7r+Tr system which in- 
cludes all secondary T decays and therefore increases 
the number of  T '  -+ T¢r~ decays available for study by 
a factor of  about 16. 

Both methods have been used to determine the T '  
-+ T~+n - branching ratio [ 5 - 7 ] .  Because of  the high 
combinatorial background arising from the second 
method,  only the first could be used to study the in- 
variant gTr mass spectrum, but  the data obtained was 
too limited for detailed tests. The good momentum 
resolution for charged particles in ARGUS, which 
presently is o(p)/p ~ 0.012 (1 +p2c2/GeV2)l /2 ,  
allows us to apply the missing mass method for both 
the branching ratio and the invariant mass spectrum 
and to test the QCD prediction. 

For this experiment,  we have analyzed T '  decays 
from a data sample with 13 events/pb and an off- 
resonance sample at 9.980 GeV with 1.6 events/pb. 
The events were collected requiring either one of three 
different triggers in coincidence with a bunch crossing 
signal: 

(1) "Etot" ,  defined by an energy deposit of  > 8 0 0  
MeV in each of  the two z-hemispheres (see fig. 1) of 
the shower calorimeter. 

(2) "~>3 tracks", where each track is defined in two 
steps by (a) a fast coincidence between groups of time- 
of-flight and shower counters, and (b) a slow coinci- 
dence using track masks in the drift chamber. The 
shower counter information is used to require at least 
one track in each z-hemisphere. For the data sample 
analyzed here, all three tracks are required to lie in the 
barrel region with [cos 0l < 0.75. 

(3) "2 quasicollinear tracks", basically the same as 
trigger 2, except that events with only two tracks are 
accepted if these tracks differ in azimuth by more than 
120 °. 

Typical trigger rates were 4 Hz, typical luminosities 
1031/cm 2 s. Multihadron events were selected off-line 
by requiring ~>4 reconstructed tracks in the drift cham- 
ber with an acceptable fit for five parameters 0, ~o, Pt, 
z 0 and d 0. 0 and ~ are polar and azimuthal angles, Pt 
is the transverse momentum, z 0 is the z coordinate of  
the track's closest point to the z-axis, and d o is the 
distance of  this point to the z-axis. Cuts of  Iz01 < 8 cm 
and d o < 1.5 cm were applied to each track. This pro- 
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cedure yields 76 825 multihadron events on the T '  
resonance and 5774 in the cont inuum at 9.98 GeV. 

For the resonance events, n + n -  pairs are formed 
by combining all oppositely charged particles with 

Icos 0t < 0.90 and Pt > 80 MeV/c. Energy loss in the 
beam tube and in the inner drift chamber wall is taken 
into account. The missing mass of each pair is calcu- 
lated by assuming that the particles are pions and that 
the T '  is at rest with a mass of 10023.5 MeV [8,9]. 
The resulting distribution is shown in fig. 2. We ob- 
serve a prominent peak at the mass of the T, the 
FWHM of which is 7 MeV. 

From the position of the peak, the T ' - T  mass dif- 
ference is determined to be (562 -+ 3) MeV. The error 
is purely systematic and arises mainly from the present 
uncertainty in the ARGUS magnetic field. The result 
agrees well with values from DORIS [ 10,11 ], CESR 
[ 12,13] and VEPP-4 [8] which were all obtained from 
beam energy measurements at the formation energies 
of the resonances. The results are compared in table 1. 

The number of entries in the peak determines the 
T '  --* TTr+Tr - branching ratio. For this determination, 
we use a subsample of 7.48 events/pb, which contains 
N r = 32084 selected multihadron events and 4637 en- 
tries in the 16 MeV wide missing mass range around 
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Fig. 2. Missing mass spectrum of the 7r+n - combinations from 
76825 selected events on the T' resonance assuming an T' 
mass of 10023.5 MeV. 

Table 1 
The mass difference m(T') - m(T) as determined by different 
experiments. 

Experiment m(T') - re(T) [MeV] 

DASP-2 a) 556 ± l0 
LENA b) 560 -+ 10 
CLEO c) 560 ± 0.8 ± 3.0 
CusBd) 559 ± 1 ± 3 
VEPP-4 e) 563.2 -+ 0.6 
this experiment 562 ± 3 

a) Ref.[10]. b) Ref.[l l] .  C) Ref.[12]. d) Ref.[13]. 
e) Ref. [81. 

the T peak. The combinatorial background under the 
peak is calculated from a third order polynomial fit to 
the mass spectrum on both sides of the peak. The fit 
gives 3111 -+ 32 background entries, leaving Ns(T'  

TTr+Tr ) = 1526 -+ 75 selected T '  -+ Trr+n decays. 
The evaluation of the branching ratio 

BR(T'  ~ Trr+lr ) = 
Ns(T'  ~ mrr+rr-)/r?(T ' ~ Trr+n - )  

Ns(m')/rffT' ~ anything) 

requires the number of selected T '  events, Ns(T'),  and 
the acceptance values 7?. Ns(T'  ) is obtained from 

Ns(T')  = N r - N c • Lr/Lc,  where N r was given above, 
N c = 5774 is the number of selected multihadron 
events off resonance, and Lr/L c is the ratio of the 
integrated luminosities on and off resonance. This 
ratio is obtained from Bhabha events in an angular 
range from 20 to 160 degrees. The contribution from 
r pairs and two-photon reactions to N r and N c is not 
evaluated, since their cross sections are the same at the 
resonance and in the continuum. Beam-gas or b e a m -  
wall event contributions have been determined to be 
negligible from studies of separated beam runs. We 
obtain Ns(T'  ) = 14615 + 310. 

The two acceptan'ces are determined from a Monte 
Carlo calculation simulating detector performances, 
trigger conditions, event reconstruction and selection 
cuts. For the T '  -+ Tn+n - decays, the invariant nn 
mass spectrum is generated according to phase space 
weighted by (M2n - XM2) 2, with X = 2. This form is 
in agreement with our results as will be shown later. 
All decays are assumed to be isotropic. For the decays 
T '  -+ anything, we generate an appropriate mixture of 
e+e , p + p - ,  r+r - [14], ggg, Pb7 [15] and Tmr de- 
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Table 2 
The branching ratio of the decay T' ~ Y~r+rr - as determined 
by different experiments. 

Experiment BR(T' --, Trr+rr -) [%] 

LENA a) 19 -+ 8 
CUSB b) 20 -+ 7 
CLEO c) 19.1 +- 3.1 +- 2.9 
this experiment 17.9 +- 0.9 _+ 2.1 

a) Ref.[5]. b) Ref.[6]. C) Ref.[7]. 

cays. The simulation gives r/(T' ~ Tzr+rr - )  = 0.49 and 
r?("P' -+ anything) = 0.84 with systematic errors of 
-+0.05 in both values. The difference between the two 
acceptance values is dominantly due to the applied 
cuts on 7r +, 7r- and missing mass. The variation of 
r/(T' ~ anything) with BR(T'  -+ Tn+Tr - )  is negligible 
compared to the quoted systematic error. 

We obtain BR(T '  -+ TTr+Tr ) = (17.9 -+ 0.9 -+ 2.1)%, 
where the first error is the statistical error in Ns(T'  

TTr+Tr - )  including background subtraction, and the 
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Fig. 3. Missing mass spectra of the ~r+~r - combinations for 20 
MeV wide bins of the invariant mass of these rr+n - combina- 
tions. 
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Fig. 4. Invariant mass spectrum of the rr+n - system from 4200 
selected decays T' --, TTr+n -, T --, anything, corrected for the 
weakly mass-dependent acceptance. The dashed curve is the 
phase space expectation, the solid curve corresponds to the 
three best fits of the QCD parametrizations given in table 3. 
Both curves are normalized to the total number of events. 

second error is systematic. The result is in good agree- 
ment with previous results as shown in table 2. 

All 76 825 events on the T '  resonance are used for 
a determination of the n + n -  invariant mass spectrum. 
For each pair of particles with opposite charges, ful- 
filling the above selection criteria, both the missing 
mass and the invariant mass are calculated. Missing 

mass spectra are plotted for 15 bins of the invariant 
mass, as shown in fig. 3. The number of T '  -~ Tn+Tr 
events in each missing mass spectrum is obtained in 
exactly the same way as was done for the branching 
ratio analysis. The result is shown in fig. 4, where the 
errors are statistical only. The experimental resolution 
of the invariant mass is -+4 MeV (RMS) as determined 
by the Monte Carlo simulation. The n n  invariant mass 
spectrum in fig. 4 is markedly different from the phase 
space distribution, shown by the dashed curve, but is 
similar to the spectrum found for the ~ '  ~ J /~  n + n  - 

decay [ 16]. This similarity indicates that the theoreti- 
cal methods [17,2-4]  developed for describing ~'  
decays are also applicable to T '  decays. The QCD moti- 
vated models of Yan [2], Voloshin-Zakharov [3] and 
Novikov-Shifman [4] lead to very similar predictions 
for the n n  mass spectrum. We have compared these 
three parametrizations to our data, and all fit the data 
equally well as shown in table 3. The solid curve in 
fig. 4 represents the three best fits, since they are 
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Table 3 
The fit of three different QCD parametrizations to the 7r~r invariant mass spectrum in the T' -, T~r+rr - decay. 

5 January 1984 

Model Rate / Phase space x 2 (NDF = 13) Result 

Yan a) (M~r - 2M~) 2 + (B/aA)(M~7 r - 2M~)[(M~I r - 4M~) 18.6 B/A = -0.09 -+ 0.07 

+ 2(M~ + 2M~)Kg/M~Tr] + O(B2/A2), 

[K 0 = (M~, +M~1 r M,~)/2MT, ] 

( M L  - 18.5 

[M~I r - ~(M T' - MT)2(1 + 2M~/M~)]  2 + O(K 2) 19.0 

Voloshin-Zakharov b) 

Novikov-Shifman c) 

X=2.6±0.5 

x=0.12,+0.02 

a) Ref.[2]. b) Ref.[3]. C) Ref.[4]. 

equal within the drawing precision. We conclude, that 
QCD describes the T '  ~ TTrrr decay correctly, that 
there are differences between T'  and if' decays (the 
latter preferring k ~ 4), and that the nTr resonance de- 
scription for if' decays [18] is not valid for T '  decays. 

Finally, we add a preliminary result obtained from 
the study of  the exclusive decays T '  ~ TTr+n - ,  T 

e+e - .  Using the T '  subsample with 4.78 events/pb, 
we find 41 such exclusive events. The selection criteria 
for the pions have been described above, electrons are 
selected by comparing their momentum in the drift 
chamber to their energy in the shower counters. In 
order to minimize rejection due to radiation of  the 
electrons, only a soft cut o f p ( e  ±) > 1.5 GeV/c has 
been applied. The Monte Carlo simulation gives an 
acceptance of  0.51 -+ 0.05 for the selected T '  
7r+Tr-e+e - events. From these results and from our 
value for BR(T '  ~ TTr+n-), we obtain the electronic 

Table 4 
The branching ratio of the decay T(9.46) --, e+e - as deter- 
mined by different experiments. 

Experiment BR (T (9.46) ~ e÷e -) 

PLUTO a) 5.1 -+ 3.0 
LENA, CUSB, CLEO b) 3.5 _+ 0.8 
this experiment 2.8 ,+ 0.4 ,+ 0.3 

average 3.0 ~ 0.4 

a) Ref. [19]. 
b) Combination of BR(T' --, ~rTree) results from refs. [6-8] 

evaluated in ref. [ 8]. 

branching ratio of  the T(9460)  meson, BR(T ~ e + e - )  
= (2.8 -+ 0.4 -+ 0.3)%, where the first error is statistical 
and the second error is systematic. Table 4 compares 
our result to earlier results. The derived world average 
is in good agreement with the average [20] for BR(T 

~ + g - ) ,  (2.7 +- 0.4)%, thus confirming lepton univer- 
sality in T decay. 
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